HIVEX is another prime example of Russian Fraud.
By medical expose’ staff
Using a slick story to dupe the stupid natural medicine people these charlatan hucksters promote and sell an illegal unproven device as long as they can find mindless fools who believe anything they read.
It is a sad account of the mental ability of natural minded people.
Dear HIVEX Limited,

Today, World Aids Day 2011, The Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) and SECTION27 submit this open letter and make the following demands to HIVEX Limited (HIVEX). Despite the lack of any scientific evidence that HIVEX treatment is an effective treatment for HIV, HIVEX continues to promote and provide it for this purpose.

It is unlawful and deeply unethical to advertise that HIVEX is an effective treatment for HIV in the absence of such evidence. Antiretroviral treatment remains the only treatment that is scientifically proven to be effective against HIV.

HIVEX promotions send the message that HIVEX treatment is effective against HIV, is superior to antiretroviral treatment and can be used in place of antiretroviral treatment. HIVEX sends these messages through an extensive series of seemingly scientific explanations, videos, graphs, and testimony from patients and doctors.

TAC filed a complaint against HIVEX in regard to the HIVEX website with the Advertising Standards Authority of South Africa in December 2010. In response, HIVEX “indicated that it has suspended the site for review to ensure compliance and to avoid any misunderstanding.”

However, the HIVEX website is still active and continues to make claims equally as unfounded and unlawful about the efficacy of the treatment as those that TAC previously challenged. Further, the HIVEX blog and facebook page also continue to make similar claims.

We are also disturbed by reports that HIVEX representatives have told people living with HIV to stop taking antiretroviral treatment or implied that such treatment is no longer required.

WE THEREFORE MAKE THE FOLLOWING DEMANDS:

• That HIVEX immediately and entirely cease offering HIVEX treatment as a treatment for HIV or any other serious medical condition;
• That HIVEX immediately and entirely cease to explicitly or implicitly encourage any people living with HIV to discontinue antiretroviral treatment;
• That HIVEX immediately and entirely remove the HIVEX website, blog and facebook page;
• That HIVEX immediately and entirely cease to promote the efficacy of HIVEX treatment; and
• That HIVEX publish the alleged “Phase ii clinical trial conducted at the University of KZN” as referred to in a letter dated 27 November 2011, addressed to the TAC’s Provincial Secretary, Kwazulu-Natal, Sandile Gumede, in a reputable and publicly accessible medical and/or other appropriate publication.

We reserve the right to seek legal advice should HIVEX fail to meet these demands.

Yours sincerely,
Treatment Action Campaign, Kwazulu-Natal Office
SECTION27